
										P5 Home Learning Plan WB:20/4/20   
Literacy Numeracy/Maths Health & Wellbeing Other Areas 

Spelling-Log on to Spelling City and complete 
your task. Make a wordsearch with your words. 
Ask someone to complete it. 

Use as many of your spelling words to write a 
funny or silly paragraph. 

Log into Sumdog and complete some  
activities of your choice. 
 
Log into Study Ladder and complete the 
tasks that have been assigned for you. 

 
 

PE 
Youtube- The Body Coach- Choose a 
workout that lasts for at least 10 minutes 
 
Youtube- Cosmic Kids Yoga 

Art 
Arthub on youtube- choose a video 

and practise your drawing. Have fun! 
 

Find 3 items and create a still life 
picture. 

 
  

Reading- Access Freechildrenstories.com 
Stories for kids age 8-10 
Listen to ‘The Atrocious Fairytale’ 
What does the word atrocious mean? 
Write down 3 main events 
Write 3 or more similies to describe the princess. 

Create a fractions poster showing all of your 
learning. Show it to a family member.  

Make it colourful and put in on your wall or 
fridge so you don’t forget. 

Social/emotional 
Make a video call to a friend or family 
member, it is important to keep in contact 
with loved ones. Put all technology away and 
have a chat with family or play a game. 

Topic 
Choose a reptile and create an 

information poster. Write facts in 
own words and draw a picture. 

 
 

Writing- Write your own atrocious fairytale. 
Think about- Setting. Characters, plot, 
ending. 
Use adjectives to describe the characters, similies, 
use verbs to describe the actions of the character. 
Include illustrations. 
 

Chilli Challenge-Choose your level 
Extra Hot- 123+258   289+529  295+498 
289 +943  398+423  555 +943  456+595 
Hot- 127 +98  234+86  328 +99  218+39 

431+60  129 +87  345+99  218 +94  431+58 
Medium-34+32  24+43  12+88  43+54  23+89 

66+37  43+14  56+55  23+43  33+66 

Mental 
Create a character study of yourself. Draw 

a picture of you and write about your 
special qualities. (like a character 

visualiser)  

Technology 
Have a look at blocklygames 

website and learn some computer 
progranming skills. 

Log into Education City and complete the  
task assigned for your group. (Find these 
tasks in homework section and not classwork) 
 

Write your own word problems and 
solve them. Focus on addition or 
subtraction.  

Hygiene 
Poster activity- How to wash your hands. 

Use pictures and steps in order. 

RME 

Research Easter traditions in other 
countries.How does it compare to how 
you celebrated Easter? 

Reading-  
Read a few chapters of a novel of your 
choice or access one on 
freechildstories.com either silent read or 
read to someone. 

Go on a shape hunt around  your 
house/garden and find 2D and 3D 
shapes.  

Outdoor Learning 
When out for a walk find nouns and    
describe them using adjectives and   
similies.This will help you describe  

settings in stories. 

German 
Continue to explore Languagenut. 
Recite some words and phrases to 
your family. 

Boys and girls please do what you can from the timetable. I hope you are all well and behaving for your parents!  Miss McIntosh J 


